We're Marching Toward Intolerance

Michael I Niman, Ph.D., Buffalo State College
ON THE BEACH

Switch off the TV cameras. Bring the reporters home. The Gulf oil crisis is officially over. But is it, really?
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Things aren't looking too good on the tolerance front lately. In a move darkly reminiscent of the European pogroms of the 1930s, France's beleaguered right-wing president, Nicolas Sarkozy, is ordering mass deportations of ethnic Roma. Like Europe's Jews, who were a minority in every European country before the Holocaust and a majority in none, the Roma are present across the continent as an oppressed minority without an independent homeland. And like the Jews, they were also rounded up by racist governments and sent to concentration camps during the Holocaust. So it's not too much of a stretch to say someone hit the replay button here. Sarkozy's government is borrowing one of the oldest scripts from the playbook, tossing raw meat to the xenophobes by scapegoating a minority, all in order to distract the public from his own government's failings.

The Roma certainly make for an easy target. Most of the world knows them only by the racial slur “gypsies,” which is so common that Roma themselves sometimes have been forced to use the term to avoid confusion when talking to an ignorant majority. The “G” word is like the “N” word, only much more popular – so popular, in fact, that the United States’ largest news service, the Associated Press, headlined their Sarkozy-friendly article last month: “France to Repatriate 93 Gypsies to Romania.” “The flights,” the AP article continues, “are part of a crackdown by France’s conservative President Nicolas Sarkozy,” who “has linked Gypsies, or Roma, to crime and spearheaded a campaign to dismantle their illegal camps and send some home to Eastern Europe.”

If you're feeling a bit smug, thinking maybe us Americans, minus perhaps the AP, are somehow above the amnesiac French, you might want to take a gander at our own nation's own metastasizing “Ground Zero Mosque” controversy. Having trumped catastrophic climate change, the BP oil spill, and all news coverage of pet torturers, this fabricated controversy is emerging at the center of the 2010 Republican election strategy. Muslims, like the Roma in France, are fair game, so the media is plugging away with polls, idiot-on-the-street interviews, and all sorts of intellectual gasoline to fan the flames of this season's hottest non-story story.

Of course it's not exactly a mosque, and it's not exactly at Ground Zero, but hey, it’s not exactly a news story, either – then again it seems to becoming one. The proposed building is actually a 13-story structure with a community pool, a gym and fitness center, a 500-seat auditorium and theater, and a prayer space, which we'll call a “mosque.” It would be two blocks over
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Carl’s madmen
But it gets better. Buffalo, NY, developer Carl Paladino, now a contender for the Republican nomination for New York governor, is also grandstanding on the issue, apparently courting the loonier-than-Newt vote. According to Paladino, “This isn’t about moderate, peace-loving Muslims; this is about a sect of radical fundamentalist Islamists who attacked our nation and who are tied to this mosque by an ideology of hate…This is the same ideology that advocates stoning women and gay people to death.”

Okay. So Paladino doesn’t want to stone women to death, but that’s about as liberal as he gets on the gender front. This is the same Carl Paladino who was distributing internet bestiality pornography to his email circle, including a rather explicit photo of a horse penetrating a woman’s vagina.

The gubernatorial hopeful, a darling of New York’s Tea Party, defended himself, explaining to the Buffalo News that he only sent the bestiality pornography to “a very specific bunch of friends.” No biggie – just guy fun. It seems that Paladino either really likes horses or he really hates women, or perhaps both.

Another Paladino email contained a photo of a plane about to crash on a group of running black children, with the caption, “Run Nigger, Run.” This also, no doubt,
Diversity is a thin veneer under which any bigot who supports corporate tax cuts can get a pass.

Of course we shouldn't easily dismiss Paladino and the loonier-than-Newt crowd as just being good for a few hoots. They might very well have some staying power, at least in the Republican party. A recent Pew poll found that a full 18 percent of Americans, and 41 percent of Republicans, now believe that the Hawaiian-born Obama was either “probably” or “definitely” born in a foreign country. As for his birth certificate? Well, the Kenyans put it there in Honolulu back in 1961, knowing their sleeper agent would one day dupe the country into electing him president.
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